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Access Free Mallory Hp 1 Oneil Dulcie Warlock A Kill To
This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this Mallory Hp 1 Oneil Dulcie Warlock A Kill To by online.
You might not require more epoch to spend to go to the book launch as without diﬃculty as search for them. In some cases, you
likewise realize not discover the declaration Mallory Hp 1 Oneil Dulcie Warlock A Kill To that you are looking for. It will enormously
squander the time.
However below, as soon as you visit this web page, it will be in view of that utterly easy to acquire as competently as download guide
Mallory Hp 1 Oneil Dulcie Warlock A Kill To
It will not acknowledge many get older as we tell before. You can complete it while be in something else at house and even in your
workplace. hence easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just what we meet the expense of under as with ease as review Mallory
Hp 1 Oneil Dulcie Warlock A Kill To what you past to read!

KEY=WARLOCK - JOEL HERMAN
TO KILL A WARLOCK
Createspace Indie Pub Platform Dulcie O'Neil is a fairy. And not the type to frolic in gardens. She's a Regulator-a lawenforcement agent who monitors the creatures of the Netherworld to keep them from wreaking havoc in the mortal
world. When a warlock is murdered and Dulcie was the last person to see him alive, she must uncover the truth before
she's either deported back to the Netherworld, or she becomes the next victim.

THE DULCIE O'NEIL BOXED SET
This set includes 6 books in the Dulcie O'Neil series, from New York Times bestselling author, HP Mallory!Dulcie O'Neil
is a fairy but not the type to frolic in gardens. She's a Regulator0́4a law enforcement agent who monitors creatures of
the Netherworld to keep them from wreaking havoc in the mortal world...1. To Kill A Warlock: The murder of a dark
arts warlock. A shape-shifting, ravenous creature on the loose. A devilishly handsome stranger sent to investigate.
Sometimes working law enforcement for the Netherworld is a real bitch...2. A Tale of Two Goblins: A Dreamstalker0́4 a
creature that stalks and kills its victims in sleep. A fairy in law enforcement determined to stop him. A potions
smuggler who possesses something she wants. A vampire with his own agenda. And a partner who couldn't possibly be
sexier or more frustrating. Desperate times do deﬁnitely call for desperate measures...3. Great Hexpectations: A
misunderstanding turned deadly. A fairy in law enforcement who won't stop until the truth is uncovered. A vampire
who seems to be her ally but appearances can be deceiving. And a partner who would put his own life on the line to
defend hers...4. Wuthering Frights: A father she never knew existed. An impossible decision that had to be made. A lie
she must keep to herself at all costs. And the realization that every choice she makes has consequences...5. Malice In
Wonderland: A broken relationship, tarnished with lies and deceit. A father who wants her dead. And a shocking
surprise that could rock the very foundation of everything she believes in...6. For Whom The Spell Tolls: A war between
The Resistance and the Netherworld. A vampire who isn't all that he appears. And the ultimate price that must be paid.

MALICE IN WONDERLAND
Createspace Independent Pub Dulcie O'Neil is a fairy. A fairy who is a Regulator-- a law-enforcement agent who monitors
the creatures of the Netherworld to keep them from wreaking havoc in the mortal world. In this book she has to face
the fact that her father, the Head of the Netherworld, is also Public Enemy #1. Dulcie joins a group of rebels who want
to see her father dethroned. Her life goes from bad to worse when her relationship with boyfriend Knight Vander starts
to unwind.

WUTHERING FRIGHTS
Createspace Independent Pub A father she never knew existed, An impossible decision that had to be made, A lie she
must keep to herself at all costs, And the realization that every choice she makes has consequences. Fairy and law
enforcement agent, Dulcie O'Neil has just discovered that her father is the Head of the Netherworld, and a doubledealing, illegal potions importer. Worse yet, she's now working for him. Knight Vander, Dulcie's boyfriend and Head of
the Association of Netherworld Creatures is on to her father, but, in the process, will he discover Dulcie's secret? And if
he does, will it mean his life?

WITCHFUL THINKING
A JOLIE WILKINS NOVEL
Bantam From H. P. Mallory—the exciting author of Fire Burn and Cauldron Bubble—comes her new paranormal romance
featuring the sassy, self-deprecating witch Jolie Wilkins. Jolie thinks she’s seen it all, but life continues to spring
surprises. The latest shocker? She’s just been crowned Queen of the Underworld. Jolie may possess a rare gift for
reanimating the dead, but she doesn’t know the ﬁrst thing about governing disparate factions of supernatural
creatures. She can barely maintain order in her own chaotic personal life, which is heading into a romantic tailspin.
First there’s sexy warlock Rand, the love of her life, from whom Jolie is hiding a devastating secret. Then there’s Sinjin,
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a darkly seductive vampire and Jolie’s sworn protector—though others suspect he harbors ulterior motives. As the two
polar opposite yet magnetic men vie for Jolie’s aﬀection, she must keep her wits about her to balance aﬀairs of state
and aﬀairs of her heart. Overwhelmed, under pressure, and longing for love, Jolie decides it’s time to take charge—and
show everyone that this queen won’t take jack.

WUTHERING FRIGHTS
SINJIN
CreateSpace From New York Times And USA Today Bestselling Paranormal Romance Author, HP Mallory, Comes The Bryn
and Sinjin Series! "H.P. Mallory has a quick wit, a fresh voice, and a clever way with words. If you like Charlaine Harris,
you'll love H.P. Mallory!" Larissa Ione, New York Times Bestselling Fantasy Romance Author If you like your books
steamy (this is an adult paranormal romance, not for kids or teens!) read on! SINJIN is the ﬁrst book in the Bryn and
Sinjin series: Abandoned on the battleﬁeld by the people she calls her tribe, Bryn must face the fact that she is now
playing prisoner to the Queen of the Underworld, who also happens to be her fraternal twin sister. As the days and
months go by with no word from the Supreme Elder of her tribe, Bryn thinks her life couldn't get much worse. While
Bryn bemoans her imprisonment, her sister, Jolie, is doing everything in her power to ensure that blood ties are thicker
than they appear. Jolie wants nothing more than to befriend Bryn and teach her not to hate the Underworld, but to
embrace it. But Bryn ﬁghts the very idea of becoming one with her enemies, although she can't help her attraction to a
certain six-hundred-year-old English vampire, Sinjin Sinclair. Once Bryn is placed in Sinjin's care, she'll ﬁnd herself
battling the undeniable magnetism of the vampire, the one creature she abhors above all others. Sinjin's quick wit, his
indisputable sex appeal, and the mystery that surrounds him all point to the fact that if Bryn falls for him, she'll be in
over her head. But, as a warrior through and through, Bryn isn't the type to fall for anything, especially a handsome
face. If anyone should be able to withstand the lure of the vampire, Bryn appears to be the likeliest candidate. Of
course, looks can be deceiving... ALSO BY HP MALLORY: THE JOLIE WILKINS SERIES: Fire Burn and Cauldron Bubble Toil
and Trouble Be Witched (Novella) Witchful Thinking The Witch Is Back Something Witchy This Way Comes THE DULCIE
O'NEIL SERIES: To Kill A Warlock A Tale Of Two Goblins Great Hexpectations Wuthering Frights Malice In Wonderland
For Whom The Spell Tolls Eleven Snipers Sniping (Short Story) THE LILY HARPER SERIES: Better Oﬀ Dead The
Underground City THE PEYTON CLARK SERIES: Ghouls Rush In Once Haunted, Twice Shy THE BRYN AND SINJIN SERIES:
Sinjin Find Paranormal Romance Author, HP Mallory, Online: Visit HP's website at www.hpmallory.com Follow HP on
twitter at www.twitter.com/hpmallory Join HP on Facebook at www.facebook.com/hpmallory If you enjoy reading HP's
books, consider adding yourself to her email list to keep on top of new releases, contests and other fun stuﬀ! Signing
up is easy, just visit: www.hpmallory.com/mailing-list/

WHISPERS OF THE MOON
A PARANORMAL MYSTERY ROMANCE
Book #24 in the epic bestselling Underworld Series from New York Times bestselling author, HP Mallory. When Emma
ﬁnds herself face to face with her father, a man she hasn't seen since she was a girl, she'll ﬁnd her emotions all over
the place. But when Emma realizes her father isn't alone and that the Unseelie Fae, Black Annis, is by his side, she
realizes things are about to go from bad to worse. Meanwhile, Rowan is stuck at Kinloch Kirk where Nyx is busily trying
to open a portal to Faery so Mathilda can be saved from certain death. Making the process even more diﬃcult is the
fact that everyone at Kinloch Kirk is under attack by the Vryloka. But, what Rowan isn't betting on is the arrival of the
two people she never thought she'd see together again. Bryn and Sinjin return to Kinloch Kirk to ﬁnd it under attack by
the Vryloka. It's an all-out war between the creatures of the sky and Laucian, Nyx, O'Rourke, and the others-each
seeking to keep Rowan safe. And when Sinjin ﬁnds himself reunited with his daughter, it will be the most touching of
moments. With Morse by her side, Jolie decides to face the truth in what's become of Rand. After being told countless
horror stories from Bryn, Jolie decides the time has come to ﬁnd out what's true and what's an exaggeration. However,
when she ﬁnds herself face to face with Rand, she's confused because it seems as though... he doesn't see her? But
how can that be possible? Find out in the next episode of The Underworld Series!

FAERIE ENCHANTMENT
A PARANORMAL WOMEN'S FICTION NOVEL
Paranormal Women's Fiction from #1 Amazon Bestseller, J.R. Rain, and New York Times Bestseller, H.P. Mallory! A
Haven Hollow Novel After spending a couple of months in the quaint town of Haven Hollow, Oregon, I'm settling in and
things are looking up. My shop, Poppy's Potions, is successful, I've got a best friend in ghost-hunter, Marty Zach and
I'm dating the local Sasquatch, Roy Osbourne. My eleven year old son, Finn, is doing well in school and everything
seems to be blue skies and golden sunshine. Until my resident ghost, Darla, shatters a vial of Mystic Veil, a powerful
potion that opens the door to the Astral Plane, inviting a migratory ghost, the Todhchaí, into Haven Hollow. It's not
soon after that two centaur girls go missing, followed by a werewolf boy. And by missing, I mean it's as if the air
simply swallowed them, because there's no trace of the children anywhere. That's when Fox Aspen, monster hunter,
appears in Haven Hollow. With the story that he's meant to apprehend the Todhchaí, Fox introduces me to the world of
the fae and some very unsavory characters. Meanwhile, the local monster council won't do anything about the missing
children, so I take matters into my own hands, never imagining how personal this case is about to become... Be sure to
check out all the series taking place in Haven Hollow: Poppy's Potions Wanda's Witchery Hallowed Homes (Coming
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Soon!) Spook Society (Coming Soon!) Princess Procedural (Coming Soon!)

THE MERMAID NEXT DOOR
A PARANORMAL WOMEN'S FICTION NOVEL
Independently Published From #1 Amazon Bestselling author, J.R. Rain, and New York Times Bestselling author, H.P.
Mallory, comes the "Midlife Mermaid" Series! A Paranormal Women's Fiction Novel! Being a mermaid isn't all it's
cracked up to be... In the underwater kingdom of Corsica, mermaids are the property of mermen. We're considered
valuable as breeders until we reach our mid-thirties, at which time we're deemed no longer useful. Good thing for me
I'm forty, never had any children and I'm a widow. So, I can basically live my life as I see ﬁt. Until my husband's
younger brother, Cullen, decides to make me his wife... one of seven. Cullen has a mean streak a mile wide and he's
always been obsessed with me-ever since we were young. Now that his older brother is out of the way, he recognizes
his chance to ﬁnally possess me. Only I'm the type of woman who won't accept my fate so easily. No, I'm a ﬁghter by
nature so when it's decreed that I should marry Cullen, I do the only thing I can do. I escape. To the land. Once I reach
the shore, I'm facing a whole new and terrifyingly unfamiliar world. Luckily I've got the Siren's Song which encourages
humans to do whatever I want them to. Except my song doesn't work on one human male in particular, Sawyer Ray.
And Sawyer just happens to be the one man I need, because I'm fairly certain someone has come after me...

THE LOST CHILD
Book #15 in the epic bestselling Underworld Series from New York Times bestselling author, HP Mallory After realizing
their infant daughter has been spirited away to the land of Faery by the Fir Darrig, one of the Unseelie Court, Bryn and
Sinjin decide to go after her. Luckily, they have Odran, Klaasje, and Dureau by their side. But once they locate the
baby, Sinjin and Dureau are taken hostage by the Darrig and its Unseelie cohorts while the others are forced to ﬁnd
their way back. Forced to separate from Sinjin, Bryn thinks her luck can't get any worse, that is until they return to
Kinloch Kirk.

SWITCHED
BOOK ONE IN THE TRYLLE TRILOGY
Pan Macmillan Switched is the ﬁrst novel in Amanda Hocking's bestselling trilogy, Trylle. Wendy Everly knew she was
diﬀerent the day her mother tried to kill her and accused her of having been switched at birth. Although certain she's
not the monster her mother claimed she is, she does feel that she doesn't quite ﬁt in. She's bored and frustrated by
her small-town life - and then there's the secret she can't tell anyone. Her mysterious ability - she can inﬂuence
people's decisions, without knowing how, or why . . . When the intense and darkly handsome newcomer Finn suddenly
turns up at her bedroom window one night, her world is turned upside down. He holds the key to her past, the answers
to her strange powers and is the doorway to a place she never imagined could exist: Förening, the home of the Trylle.
Finally everything makes sense. Among the Trylle she is not just diﬀerent, but special. But what marks her out as
chosen for greatness in this world also places her in grave danger. With everything around her changing, Finn is the
only person she can trust. But dark forces are conspiring - not only to separate them, but to see the downfall of
everything that Wendy cares about. The fate of Förening rests in Wendy's hands, and the decisions she and Finn make
could change all their lives forever . . .

BE WITCHED (NOVELLA)
A JOLIE WILKINS/RAND BALFOUR NOVELLA
Bantam In this sexy and spellbinding original short story, available exclusively as an eBook, bestselling author H. P.
Mallory presents the exciting Underworld from a never-before-seen point of view—through the eyes of Rand Balfour, a
drop-dead gorgeous warlock and the love of Jolie Wilkins’s life. While the undead wage a brutal civil war, Rand Balfour
has only one thing on his mind: protecting his true love, Jolie Wilkins, the savvy and spirited witch whose powers have
made her the toast—and target—of the new Underworld order. For Rand, keeping Jolie safe means guarding against
allies and enemies alike. First there’s Sinjin Sinclair, a dangerously seductive vampire who has his fangs set on Jolie,
and who Rand suspects of harboring a sinister agenda. Then there are the factions of supernatural creatures causing
chaos at every turn. But most shocking is Rand himself, whose wild desire for Jolie may put her very life at risk. Torn
between his duty and his passion, Rand must summon all his strength to withstand temptation, even if it costs him the
one woman he cannot bear to lose. Follow more of Rand and Jolie’s electrifying paranormal romance in this eBook’s
special bonus: a thrilling excerpt from H. P. Mallory’s next novel, Witchful Thinking.

ANGEL
A REVERSE HAREM ROMANCE
New York Times Bestselling Author, HP Mallory, brings you The Sacred Oath Series which will appeal to Reverse Harem,
Why Choose readers I don't know who I am or where I came from. The only thing I do know is that I'm running from
something. And there's a voice inside my head that guides my every move... When I'm taken prisoner to be thrust into
a lifetime of prostitution, I learn I'm an angel. Yes, I bear the markings on my back: markings that reveal my wings
have been removed. But when my only ally, a foul-mouthed sprite, insists my wings are intact, I realize the danger I'm
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facing. I need protection. And that protection can only come from three magically powerful men who were destined to
protect the balance between shadow and light: Dragan, a gargoyle and the King of Shadow; Cambion, an elf and the
King of Nature; and Baron, a vampire and the King of Death. At one time there were four but Variant, the King of Light,
grew greedy and usurped control for himself. He banished Cambion to the Fae Realm and Dragan to the Shadow
Realm. And he murdered Baron. And now Variant is after me... --Reverse Harem --Why Choose? --Language warning -Sexual content --Humor Check out the video trailer below! Excerpt from Dragan, the King of Shadow: "If the angel has
no wings, there's no amount of my shadow magic that could make them appear," I say. It takes the sprite a moment or
two to understand what I'm getting at. Once he does, his eyes go wide and he begins shaking his head, holding up his
hands in obvious supplication. "Look, Shadow Prince, I dunno why yer magic ain't workin' but I'm tellin' you what I saw.
This angel got her wings," the sprite says, but he appears nervous. "You'll see. Besides, it ain't like yer jist gonna leave
her here, are ya?" He glances around and seems to become frightened by his surroundings. The Shadow Realm is
hardly safe, littered as it is by bloodthirsty creatures and the undead. Were I to leave the sprite and the girl here
alone, they would undoubtedly be killed within a half hour, at most. And even I'm not that horrible...

TOIL AND TROUBLE
Book #2 in the epic bestselling Underworld Series from New York Times bestselling author, HP Mallory The Underworld
in civil war. The cause? A witch who can reanimate the dead. A sexy as sin vampire determined to claim her. An
infuriatingly handsome warlock torn between duty and love. Who says blonds have more fun? After defending herself
against fairy magic, Jolie Wilkins wakes to ﬁnd her world turned upside down-the Underworld creatures on the
precipice of war. The Underworld is polarized in a battle of witch against witch, creature against creature, led by the
villainous Bella, who would be Queen. While Jolie has one goal in mind, to stake the vampire, Ryder, who nearly killed
her, she also must choose between the aﬀections of her warlock employer, Rand, and the mysteriously sexy vampire,
Sinjin. And as if that weren't enough to ruin a girl's day, everything Jolie knows will be turned inside out when she's
thrust into the shock of a lifetime.

TEMPEST RISING
A&C Black As her seventeenth birthday approaches, half-mermaid Tempest Maguire will have to make a decision. Stay
on land? Or give herself to the ocean? The pull of the water becomes as insistent as her attraction to Kona, a gorgeous
surfer whose uncanny abilities hint at an otherworldly identity as well. And when Tempest does ﬁnally give in to the
water's temptation, she ﬁnds that a larger destiny awaits her-and that the entire ocean's future hangs in the balance.

TWILIGHT GIGOLO
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform An Archangel with a heart of ice... For several millennia Archangel Gabriel has
never felt attraction to another being - until now. Gabriel's latest assignment as a guardian angel is to get a vampire
named Dominic Wilde to stop being a gigolo, and to ﬁnd his destined Judge - a very special human with a pure heart
and soul that has the ability to redeem a vampire. An alluring vampire's love to melt it... Dominic has no interest in
ﬁnding his Judge, however, since he's already madly in love with Archangel Gabriel, and has been since the very ﬁrst
moment he laid eyes on the grumpy angel. Will Dominic be able to melt Gabriel's icy heart, or will he be forced to fall in
love with someone else in order to save his soul from Hell? A dangerous enemy lurks in the shadows... Archangel
Gabriel is determined to protect Dominic's smile, and save the vampire from his dark past. When a sadistic centipede
demon from Hell named Zepar sets his lascivious sights on Dominic, Gabriel will stop at nothing to protect his ward.
But why is he willing to risk everything - even his wings - for Dominic? Could this unknown feeling be love?

MURDER FOR PLEASURE
THE LIFE AND TIMES OF THE DETECTIVE STORY
Dover Publications "Genuinely fascinating reading."—The New York Times Book Review "Diverting and patently
authoritative."—The New Yorker "Grand and fascinating … a history, a compendium and a critical study all in one, and
all ﬁrst rate."—Rex Stout "A landmark … a brilliant study written with charm and authority."—Ellery Queen "This book
is of permanent value. It should be on the shelf of every reader of detective stories."—Erle Stanley Gardner Author
Howard Haycraft, an expert in detective ﬁction, traces the genre's development from the 1840s through the 1940s.
Along the way, he charts the innovations of Edgar Allan Poe, Wilkie Collins, and Arthur Conan Doyle, as well as the
modern inﬂuence of George Simenon, Josephine Tey, and others. Additional topics include a survey of the critical
literature, a detective story quiz, and a Who's Who in Detection.

WHAT SCREAMS MAY COME: AN URBAN FANTASY/ PARANORMAL ROMANCE
Dulcie O'Neil Fairy and law enforcement agent, Dulcie O'Neil, ﬁnds herself working for the human government since the
ANC has been disbanded, after Meg destroyed it from the inside out. When Dulcie is appointed a new, human partner
and the two are out on patrol, things get interesting when everyone at Dulcie's precinct is suddenly murdered and
Dulcie detects Meg's inﬂuence. Could it be possible that Meg isn't really dead? As creatures called Abominations turn
up left and right, searching for Dulcie and trying to kill her friends, Dulcie must discover the truth about who their
master is. And Dulcie's personal life isn't much better: things are still super awkward with her former boyfriend, Knight
and Bram is doing everything in his power to be close to her...
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BOYCOTTS AND BARFLIES
After an endless string of bad dates and a generally pathetic love life, Grace Park and her friends decide to boycott
men for six weeks. With a fantastic pair of shoes on the line for the woman who makes it to the end without breaking
any rules, the competition gets ﬁerce. Sparks ﬂy a few days into the bet when Grace and her friends cross paths with a
sexy bartender named Michael Andris who happens to have a little bet of his own going with his friends.... In this
hilarious debut novel, Victoria Michaels brings us a colorful and relatable cast of characters. She sends them on a
sweet and sexy escapade as they sidestep one booby trap after another, manage the best of misguided intentions, and
exert a whole lot of willpower and self control as they race down the path to true love. Winning isn't everything...or is
it?

SOMETHING WITCHY THIS WAY COMES
Book #5 in the epic bestselling Underworld Series from New York Times bestselling author, HP Mallory For smart and
sexy witch Jolie Wilkins, being Queen of the Underworld is a royal pain. Back from a round of time travel, Jolie must
now protect her realm from the sinister Lurkers-a powerful breed of half-humans bent on conquering the undead. And
if there's one thing she knows, it's that the supernatural never go down without a ﬁght. At least Jolie has her soul mate
(and ﬁnally oﬃcial boyfriend), warlock Rand Balfour, by her side. Honorable, brave, and unbelievably handsome, Rand
is everything Jolie wants in a man. So why can't she forget the dangerously alluring vampire, Sinjin Sinclair? With her
private life heating up and a battle boiling over, Jolie sets out to prove that the fairer hex has its own set of charms in
matters of love and war.

ENCHANTED, INC.
ENCHANTED INC., BOOK 1
Ballantine Books “A totally captivating, hilarious, and clever look on the magical kingdom of Manhattan, where kissing
frogs has never been this fun.”—Melissa de la Cruz, author of The Au Pairs Katie Chandler had always heard that New
York is a weird and wonderful place, but this small-town Texas gal had no idea how weird until she moved there.
Everywhere she goes, she sees something worth gawking at and Katie is afraid she’s a little too normal to make a
splash in the big city. Working for an ogre of a boss doesn’t help. Then, seemingly out of the blue, Katie gets a job
oﬀer from Magic, Spells, and Illusions, Inc., a company that tricks of the trade to the magic community. For MSI,
Katie’s ordinariness is an asset. Lacking any bit of magic, she can easily spot a fake spell, catch hidden clauses in
competitor’s contracts, and detect magically disguised intruders. Suddenly, average Katie is very special indeed. She
quickly learns that oﬃce politics are even more complicated when your new boss is a real ogre, and you have a crush
on the sexy, shy, ultra powerful head of the R&D department, who is so busy ﬁghting an evil competitor threatening to
sell black magic on the street that he seems barely to notice Katie. Now it’s up to Katie to pull oﬀ the impossible: save
the world and–hopefully–live happily ever after.

HANDSOME AND THE YETI
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform A genderbent retelling of the classic fairytale Beauty and the Beast... A nerdy
gemologist - Bellamy 'Belle' DeWinter - ends up the prisoner of a narcissistic yeti named Abigail Snow, who lives in a
sparkling mansion made entirely out of blue quartz and whose loyal servants are living statues made out of semiprecious stones. When Bellamy starts to think the yeti girl might actually be kind of "cute" he freaks out about his
unsettling case of Stockholm Syndrome, but decides to man-up and help Abigail ﬁnd a way to break the curse. Will
Bellamy be able to beat the evil sorcerer Agathon at his own game by unlocking the powers and mysteries of the
legendary Philosopher's Stone? As cracks begin to form in the rainbow-colored Aurora Borealis quartz stone time is
running out...!

BROADWAY PLAYS AND MUSICALS
DESCRIPTIONS AND ESSENTIAL FACTS OF MORE THAN 14,000 SHOWS THROUGH 2007
McFarland New York City’s Broadway district is by far the most prestigious and lucrative venue for American
performers, playwrights, entertainers and technicians. While there are many reference works and critical studies of
selected Broadway plays or musicals and even more works about the highlights of the American theater, this is the
ﬁrst single-volume book to cover all of the activities on Broadway between 1919 and 2007. More than 14,000
productions are brieﬂy described, including hundreds of plays, musicals, revivals, and specialty programs. Entries
include famous and forgotten works, designed to give a complete picture of Broadway’s history and development, its
evolution since the early twentieth century, and its rise to unparalleled prominence in the world of American theater.
The productions are identiﬁed in terms of plot, cast, personnel, critical reaction, and signiﬁcance in the history of New
York theater and culture. In addition to a chronological list of all Broadway productions between 1919 and 2007, the
book also includes approximately 600 important productions performed on Broadway before 1919.

DRUID VAMPIRE REQUIEM
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform It's a thorny path for Becca to follow her heart...Now a Huntress, Becca, who
has been told of a prophecy that foretells she will defeat Dracula, believes that the only way to save Derek Dearg is to
kill him. But what if she's making a horrible mistake? As Becca struggles to accept Derek's vampire side and her own
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blooming dark desires her family pays an unexpected visit. Derek jumps through hoops to gain the approval of Becca's
family, especially Becca's religious mother, Emma.As darkness creeps over San Francisco Derek gains new
allies...Homicide Detective Alex Wolfman and his police dog Maddy have been investigating the strange murders
occurring in San Francisco. Now bodies are missing from the morgue, and he encounters the Thorns being attacked by
zombies while sightseeing. Alex tries to protect them, but when the vampire Undertaker shows up Alex is defeated. All
hope seems lost until Derek comes to their rescue.The ﬁght to save San Francisco from a Zombie Apocalypse
begins...When Becca is kidnapped by Dracula and thrown into his dungeon she meets Battle Nun Kendra Knight, and
mad scientist Dr. Lazar Robinovitch. She realizes that unraveling their connection to Dracula will be the key to
stopping the evil plot that he plans to set into motion Halloween night. Meanwhile, Slaine oﬀers to train Derek in his
vampiric powers so that he'll be a match for Dracula. Becca has discovered Dracula's weakness in the form of his heart,
Kendra Knight. Will she be able to use his weakness against him and fulﬁll the prophecy?

THE WICKED HEROINE
Ifwg Publishing Incorporated

RED-HEADED STEPCHILD
Hachette UK In a world where being of mixed-blood is a major liability, Sabina Kane has the only profession ﬁt for an
outcast: assassin. But, her latest mission threatens the fragile peace between the vampire and mage races and Sabina
must scramble to ﬁgure out which side she's on. She's never brought her work home with her -- -until now. This time,
it's personal.

A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S SCREAM
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Fairy and law enforcement agent, Dulcie O'Neil, ﬁnds her life is pretty boring
at the moment. Her hunky boyfriend and boss, Knight Vander, is busy setting up the new world order in the
Netherworld and hasn't been around much. Consequently, Dulcie is put in charge of Headquarters for the ANC
(Association for Netherworld Creatures). Unfortunately for her, she doesn't have a whole lot to keep her occupied...
Well, that is, until Jax Rochefort storms into Headquarters and her life. Jax, who's a member of one of the most
infamous illegal potions rings, ups and turns himself in with little to no explanation. Dulcie takes it upon herself to
solve the riddle of Jax Rochefort, all the while trying to dodge his obvious advances. Dulcie learns that the new
Netherworld government is threatened by the potions cartels, who wish to see their own in power. Things heat up
when Jax kidnaps Dulcie, all the while claiming to be following orders for his mysterious boss. After discovering that
everyone she cares about is directly in the line of ﬁre, Dulcie must do everything in her power to ensure their safety as
well as the security of the new Netherworld government.

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF FILM NOIR
ABC-CLIO Film noir, its directors, actors, histories, and themes, are presented for the student, scholar, and ﬁlm fan.

A TALE OF TWO GOBLINS
Createspace Indie Pub Platform A Dreamstalker- a creature that stalks and kills its victims in sleep. A fairy in law
enforcement determined to stop him. A potions smuggler who possesses something she wants. A vampire with his own
agenda. And a partner who couldn't possibly be sexier or more frustrating. Dulcie O'Neil is a fairy working in law
enforcement for the Netherworld. When Knight Vander approaches her with a case regarding comatose victims, she
agrees to help him, imagining the most diﬃcult part will be combatting her attraction to him. But, what Dulcie isn't
betting on is the fact that the case becomes personal when she learns all the victims are somehow linked to her. When
her best friend falls victim to the Dreamstalker, Dulcie must do everything in her power to ensure her friend's survival,
including associating with criminals and accepting the fact that desperate times do deﬁnitely call for desperate
measures.

GRAVE NEW WORLD
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Fairy and law enforcement agent, Dulcie O'Neil, is in trouble. And so is her
friend and master vampire, Bram. Finding themselves on the wrong side where illegal potions importer, Jax Rochefort,
is concerned, now their only focus is ﬁnding a way to stay alive. But being taken hostage and tortured isn't Bram's
style. Will this suave, centuries-old vampire ﬁnd a way to free himself and Dulcie? Or will they both fall prey to the up
and coming rebellion, the union of all the illegal potions gangs who seek to take over control of the Netherworld? Any
way she looks at it, Dulcie is in a bad way. It might just take the perseverance and determination of a certain hunky
Loki named Knight to rectify the situation. But even Knight doesn't know what he's up against...

THE VIKING WOLF
For as long as I can remember, I've known things I have no way of knowing-it's almost like getting little whispers from
the future, little hints about what's going to happen... When I receive an email from an unknown sender about a little
town called Marshall Heights, I can't seem to shake the feeling that I'm meant to move there. Fast forward a few weeks
and I ﬁnd myself starting over in this postage-sized town. And when I happen to see him loading groceries into an old
truck, I'm shocked speechless. I've been in love with Torsten Black ever since he left me with no explanation eight
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years ago. Not a day has gone by that I haven't thought of him. So, to see him here, now, in this Podunk town... it has
to be fate. But, Torsten isn't as happily surprised to see me. Instead, he appears to be haunted by his past-a past full
of secrets and lies. Torsten insists he's not the same man he used to be. He also insists that I'm not safe in Marshall
Heights-something which becomes abundantly clear when Torsten's brother, Skarde, a full-blown Viking warrior come
from another realm, suddenly shows up in my apartment and tries to murder me. Realizing I'm not the witch he thinks I
am, Skarde releases me and then demands I join his cause-a cause I know and want nothing to do with. Even if Skarde
is just as gorgeous as his brother, he's a loose cannon. Whereas Torsten is dark and brooding, Skarde is cocky and
demanding. The two can't stand each other and, at this point, I'm starting to agree with them both. Regardless, now
I'm not only involved in something I don't understand, I'm in over my head. In over my head = Viking wolf shifters,
jealous and vengeful goddesses, and the start of the ﬁrst of three winters which will doom mankind. Learning I possess
the blood of the Valkyrie (from Odin) as well as the blood of the witches (from Freya), I'm straddling the line between
both pantheons of gods. Stuck in the eye of the storm, I have no idea how to get out...

GREAT HEXPECTATIONS
Createspace Indie Pub Platform A misunderstanding turned deadly. A fairy in law enforcement who won't stop until the
truth is uncovered. A vampire who seems to be her ally but appearances can be deceiving. And a partner who would
put his own life on the line to defend hers. Dulcie O'Neil knows she's at fault for failing to arrest a wanted criminal but
when her partner gets pinned for the crime, she'll stop at nothing to ensure his innocence. What Dulcie isn't planning
on is a trip to the infamous Netherworld where chaos rules. Between battling the aﬀections of a mysterious vampire,
protecting herself from monsters and ensuring the innocence of the one man who would die for her, Dulcie's trip to the
Netherworld isn't sunshine and strawberry daiquiris.

LOVE IS DARKNESS
A VALERIE DEARBORN NOVEL
Createspace Independent Pub In London for graduate school, Valerie Dearborn draws the attention of Lucas, a 1600-yearold Vampire, who makes her an oﬀer she can't refuse - help him ﬁnd out if the Others (Empaths, Fey and Werewolves)
still exist or he'll stop protecting those she loves.

THE BOYFRIEND LIST
Random House 'This list includes absolutely every single boy I have ever had the slightest little any-kind-of-anything
with' Over the course of ten days, Ruby Oliver has lost her best friend, her boyfriend and all her other friends . . .
That's enough to give anyone panic attacks, right? Cue Doctor Z, the shrink with a unique idea to combat Ruby's life
anxiety: the boyfriend list. A deliciously funny story of love and not-love, boys who are friends, boyfriends and
knitting.

WARNING MIRACLE
Lulu.com

BOWSER THE HOUND
Courier Corporation Bowser the Hound, outsmarted so often by Old Man Coyote, is taken advantage of once again when
the coyote leads him on a long chase that ends far from the canine's home.

MAKING SPIRITS BRIGHT
A PARANORMAL WOMEN'S FICTION NOVEL
Independently Published If 'hot mess' was a zip code, I'd own every property in it... While my relationship with my
boyfriend, Ryan, seems to be falling apart at the seams, there's not much I can do about it because my entire life is
pretty much heading the same way. As if dealing with my temperamental and diﬃcult niece wasn't hard enough
(especially when she won't stop arguing with my ghostly roommate), I suddenly ﬁnd myself the owner of a... dog?
Daschel randomly shows up on my doorstep one day which means I've inherited another responsibility I can't aﬀord.
But Daschel is no ordinary dog... he's intelligent beyond reason, but I'm not sure how or why. My life is about to get a
whole lot weirder when I ﬁnd myself at The Old Absinthe House where I'm meant to meet with legendary New Orleans
pirate, Captain Jean Laﬁtte. I've come to learn all I can about the deceased children who keep stealing paranormal
items and the witch in the French Quarter who's been throwing snakes into bars. But when Ryan goes missing after my
visit to the Absinthe House and I wake up with no memory of the night before, I have a feeling something bad has
happened. Something really bad...

PRIDE AND POLTERGEISTS
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform PRIDE AND POLTERGEISTS is the ninth book in the Dulcie O'Neil Paranormal
Mystery Series. The ﬁrst book is TO KILL A WARLOCKFairy and law enforcement agent, Dulcie O'Neil, is under the
inﬂuence of centuries-old, incredibly powerful vampire Meg, and, as such, she's wreaking havoc all over Splendor and
the Netherworld.Sam, Dulcie's best friend, is doing her best to try to stop Meg and Dulcie with the help of hunky
special agent Casey James who also happens to be human.As for Bram and Knight, they're both ﬁghting for their lives
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and for the life of the woman they love.Can Sam, Casey, Knight and Bram destroy Meg and save Dulcie? Find out in the
9th episode of the Dulcie O'Neil series!

THEODORE GALE IN OZ
A genderbent reimagining of the classic fairytale The Wonderful Wizard of Oz...Theodore Gale is a twenty-ﬁve-year-old,
unemployed, playboy cowboy with the propensity for getting into ﬁghts. After winning a bronco riding competition he
decides to celebrate with a southern belle he sneaks to the barn at the Gale Farm. The following morning should have
started with some kinky fun, but instead his life is turned upside down when a green tornado appears and takes Theo's
barn to another world. With only his gray horse, Toto, as a companion Theo arrives in Oz. As he tries to make heads or
tails out of this strange new world, he ends up liberating various villages from the tyranny of ﬁrst, the Wicked Warlock
of the East, who was killed accidentally when Theo's barn dropped on top of him, and secondly, the Wicked Warlock of
the West, Jadyn, who'd turned an entire village into toys, enslaved them, and was forcing them to brew potions. It's on
the outskirts of Toy Village that Theo meets a damsel in distress, who is about to get ripped apart by crows. Her name
is Anne Raggedy. She calls herself a Scarecrow, but Theo doesn't ﬁnd her very frightening, and actually ends up
getting confused boners for the life-size doll. When Theo discovers that Anne used to be human, he decides to travel
with her to the Emerald City in order to ﬁnd a way to break her curse, so he can get laid. Joining them on their quest is
a Cowardly Lioness and Cyborg Assassin named Tina Woodcutter. Genderbent Fairytales Collection: Handsome and the
YetiPetra PanAlister in WonderlandKing of Hearts: A Wonderland StoryTheodore Gale in Oz
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